
In the Selah School District...

Our Principals!

WE ARE CELEBRATING

Hunter Sissom, Selah Intermediate School Principal

I n a positive sense, Selah Intermediate School principal, Hunter Sissom,
knows he has an important IOU to settle.  And, his reimbursement plan is
working with kids to pay it forward.

Hunter pursued the profession of education because of the positive investments
that were made in his life when he was young.  Wanting to repay those efforts
with the idea of paying it forward for future generations, inspired Hunter's career
with young people.  Hunter realized he wanted to go to work every day with an
altruistic purpose, because if he did not have purpose in his career, then he would
just be a doing a job with little meaning.   

Throughout his work in education, Hunter has made it a priority to focus on the
creation of relationships, and during his time in Selah, he has cherished the
connections he has been able to form with students and staff.  Hunter values the
impact that strong relationships have in education and on student success and
believes that developing connections is the foundation of learning.  Hunter knows
that if kids think their teachers, principals, and support staff care about them,
then they will be willing and wanting to learn. 

Thank you to Hunter Sissom!  We celebrate his contributions to education and
applaud his commitment to Selah learners!

We would like to thank our building administrators for their leadership and commitment to cultivating 
quality and equitable learning environments, where students gain the skills to display strong character, 

are capable of making meaningful contributions, and are college and career ready!  
In the Selah School District, we call this The Viking Way!

"I believe that being an educator 
is a privilege and an honor that 

I don't take lightly.  We have 
a responsibility to all future

generations to empower 
children to become adults who 

will change the world."

Thank You To...

OCTOBER IS NATIONAL PRINCIPALS MONTH

In Hunter's Words...


